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                    "The closest thing to a mountain spring in your home tap"
                  

                    Healthy hydration for your whole home.
Water softening and filtration systems.

                  
Get Cascadian Now
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                        Keeps good minerals, Takes annoying stuff out
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Filter Finder quiz

                      It all Starts with Getting the Right Treatment System. Water quality is as unique as your address. Take the 3 minute Filter Finder Quiz and learn which treatment system is the right size and designed to fix the kind of problems you are experiencing

                    

                    
                      Please select Filter Finder quiz
                    

                  
                

              

            
	
              

      
    


Maintenance guides

                      Maintenance of your Cascadian water treatment system is different. It is minimal and takes about 10 - 15 minutes per year. Regular treatment system maintenance is required to keep your water at it's best, your home and property protected, and life most enjoyable. 

                    

                    
                      Please select Maintenance guides
                    

                  
                

              

            
	
              

      
    


PolyHalt® Tech

                      After 30 years in the water filtration industry, we arrived at PolyHalt® because it was thesimplest, most naturalwater softening mechanism we’d ever come across, particularly compared to the highly complicated salt-softeners we’d manufactured before. 

                    

                    
                      Please select PolyHalt® Tech
                    

                  
                

              

            
	
              

      
    


Installation Help

                      While any plumber in your area will be capable of installing your filter system, here you will find a preferred list. These installers are familiar with our Cascadian ICS products and water treatment more generally.

                    

                    
                      Please select Installation Help
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        Let customers speak for us

        
          
          
            from 152 reviews
          
        
      

           james s 
   
  02/19/2024 
 
    Good price
 Fast. Install was easy. Will order again

 
 
    ICS-SPK Replacement Water Filter for ICS-SP System 
  
 
     
 
   David Wilson 
   
  02/14/2024 
 
    ICS-SPK Filter
 I have been using these filters for 4 years. Being on well water isn't bad but when I change out the filter I am glad I have this product , no stains or water spots in the house. I recommend!

 
 
    ICS-SPK Replacement Water Filter for ICS-SP System 
  
 
     
 
   James Urion 
   
  02/13/2024 
 
    Cascadian makes the process easy!
 This year Cascadian have updated their subscription program.  Because the timing of this update was precisely when our subscription was due to shipped, we wound up with two sets of filters arriving a day apart.  The process to send one back was handled adroitly by Cascadian and could not have been easier.  Thank you, Cascadian, for such a fine job.

 
 
    ICS-SIPK Replacement Water Filter for ICS-SIP System 
  
 
     
 
   Kathleen Russell 
   
  02/07/2024 
 
    Great filter that takes the iron out of our water
 My unfiltered water rusted my washing machine and stained the toilet and tub. 

The process has been corrected.

 
 
    ICS-SIK Replacement Filter for ICS-SI System 
  
 
     
 
   John Mohan 
   
  02/02/2024 
 
    Excellent product.
 It does the job.

 
 
    ICS-SIK Replacement Filter for ICS-SI System 
  
 
     
 
   Frank Addison 
   
  12/17/2023 
 
    Clean Water
 We moved into our home in Gig Harbor six years ago.  We had our water tested since we were on a private water system.  We then installed a Cascadian Water Filter.  The system made a difference in the color and taste of our water.  Changing the filter annually is quick and easy.

 
 
    ICS-SPK Replacement Water Filter for ICS-SP System 
  
 
     
 
   B Stevens 
   
  09/27/2023 
 
    Can't live without this filter
 This filter works great and lasts a year for us. We have good well water but it has a small amount of fine brown sediment that stains everything from white clothes to toilets. This filter pays for itself by saving our stuff from staining. I'm glad our contractor recommended it.

 
 
    ICS-SPK Replacement Water Filter for ICS-SP System 
  
 
     
 
   Michael Hart 
   
  09/20/2023 
 
    A great system
 The community well water at my get away house was safe but incredibly hard and tasted terrible. The filter system makes the water tasteful and refreshing. The annual filter change is easy and takes less than 30 minutes. Highly recommended.

 
 
    ICS-STPK Replacement Water Filters for ICS-STP System 
  
 
     
 
   Greg Minton 
   
  07/15/2023 
 
    Cascadian Water Filter
 Great water filter that filters out chlorine, makes water softer, and is changed once a year. Easy maintenance, reliable, long lasting, and inexpensive. Highly recommended!

 
 
    ICS-TPK Replacement Water Filter for ICS-TP System 
  
 
     
 
   Jospeh Dontzig. 
   
  01/27/2023 
 
    It works!
 A few years ago I switched from a water softening system to NUVO, but found that the NUVO did very little because I live in an area where I have a well.  The company that services my well suggested I purchase Cascadian.  The difference is amazing. The mineral buildup with which I was dealing on my faucets and shower heads has almost completely disappeared, and the water tastes just fine. So, no 50 pound bags of potassium or sodium, and no NUVO filters that were a waste of money. I'm obviously a fan of Cascadian.

 
 
    ICS-SP1242K NuvoH2O Manor Alternative PolyHalt® Softener 
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    To Soften or Not to Soften Water - The Million-Dollar Question
Cascadian softeners bring a new era of efficiency to water treatment. With an upfront cost that's significantly lower than traditional systems and virtually no operational expenses, the savings start immediately...



        To Soften or Not to Soften Water - The Million-Dollar Question



            
	
              




      
    

        


    Why Salt-Free Softeners Are More Natural than Salt Softeners
Ditch the salt and go natural with Cascadian's salt-free water softeners. Our innovative PolyHalt® technology offers a simpler, more eco-friendly solution to hard water problems, without the slimy feel or...



        Why Salt-Free Softeners Are More Natural than Salt Softeners



            
	
              




      
    

        


    Why Cascadian Water Tastes So Good
Transform your tap water with Cascadian's unique water treatment solutions. Our advanced PolyHalt technology softens water without stripping away the healthy minerals, ensuring a fresh and natural taste with every...



        Why Cascadian Water Tastes So Good



            
	
              




      
    

        


    The Single Solution to Rotten Egg Smell, Slime, and Everything Else Wrong with the Water in Your Home
Cascadian addresses complex water quality issues, offering over 30 years of expertise in water softening technology. Say goodbye to hard water stains, rotten egg smells, and slimy water with Cascadian’s...



        The Single Solution to Rotten Egg Smell, Slime, and Everything Else Wrong with the Water in Your Home



            
	
              




      
    

        


    Why Citrus-Based Softeners are Real Lemons
Cascadian PolyHalt® stands out in the salt-free water softener market with its chemical-free ion bond technology, offering a safe, efficient, and eco-friendly solution for hard water without the corrosive effects...



        Why Citrus-Based Softeners are Real Lemons



            
	
              




      
    

        


    Debunking Myths About Salt Water Softeners
Water softeners have become a common fixture in many households, especially in areas with hard water. These devices are designed to remove minerals like calcium and magnesium from your water...



        Debunking Myths About Salt Water Softeners



            
	
              




      
    

        


    How the Salt Industry is Undermining Your Home Water
Soft water should be simple, but regulatory capture within the water softening industry — which is dominated by salt-based ion-exchange softener manufacturers — might catch you off-guard. To understand some...



        How the Salt Industry is Undermining Your Home Water



            
	
              




      
    

        


    Is your Water Softener Illegal?
Learn how salt-based water systems can negatively impact ecosystems, the upcoming regulatory crackdown, and discover eco-friendly alternatives like Cascadian's innovative ion-bond softening technology for safe, 'naturally soft' water without environmental...



        Is your Water Softener Illegal?
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 ⚠ WARNING- Products sold on this site may expose you to chemicals that are known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov








  





  

















  
  
  
  
  



  
  
  
    
  






  

  
    
  


























